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Abstract
Semantics of skeleton-based parallel programming languages comes usually as two distinct items: a functional semantics, modeling
the function computed by the skeleton program, and a parallel semantics describing the ways used to exploit parallelism during
the execution of the skeleton program. The former is usually expressed using some kind of semantic formalism, while the latter is
almost always given in an informal way. Such a separation of functional and parallel semantics seriously impairs the possibility of
programmers to use the semantic tools to prove properties of programs. In this work, we show how a formal semantic framework
can be set up that handles both functional and parallel aspects of skeleton-based parallel programs. The framework is based on a
labeled transition system. We show how different properties related to skeleton programs can be proved using such a system. We
use Lithium, a skeleton-based full Java parallel programming environment, as the case study.
© 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Parallel programming environments provide programmers ways of expressing concurrency/parallelism and communications and/or data sharing. In traditional environments, the programmers either explicitly use such mechanisms to
set up parallel application code (e.g. using MPI/PVM) or completely (or almost completely) rely upon the language
compiler and run time to handle and exploit parallelism (e.g. using HPF). Since the 1990s, several research groups have
proposed alternative programming environments, namely structured parallel programming environments. Those environments ask programmers to explicitly deal with the qualitative aspects of parallelism exploitation but rely on compiler
tools and run time support to manage all the parallelism exploitation-related aspects, that is concurrent activities set
up, mapping and scheduling, communication management, etc.
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Notable examples of this kind of environments are those based on the algorithmical skeleton concept. A skeleton,
which is a known, recurrent pattern of parallelism exploitation, has been originally conceived by Cole [2]. Later on, it
has been used by different research groups to design high-performance structured parallel programming environments
[3–11]. Other research groups, moving from the parallel design pattern concept, produced parallel programming
environments with features very similar to those of skeleton-based parallel programming environments [12].
Structured parallel programming systems allow a parallel application to be coded by properly composing a set of
basic parallel skeletons. These basic skeletons usually include skeletons modeling embarrassingly parallel computations
(farms); computations structured in stages (pipelines) as well as common data parallel computation patterns (map/forall,
reduce, scan). Each skeleton is parametric; in particular, it accepts as a parameter the kind of computation to be performed
according to the parallelism exploitation pattern it models. As an example, a farm skeleton takes as a parameter the
worker computation, i.e. the computation to be performed on the single input task (data item). As a further example,
a pipeline takes as parameters the pipeline stages, which in turn may be either sequential portions of code (sequential
skeletons) or other parallel skeletons. Therefore, a farm skeleton may take as a worker a two-stage pipeline. The
composition of the two expresses embarrassingly parallel computations where each input task (data item) is processed
by two stages. Parallelism is exploited both by using different resources to compute independent input tasks and by
using different resources to compute the ﬁrst and the second stage onto a single input task.
The formal description of a parallel, skeletal language involves at least two key issues:
• the description of the input–output relationship of skeletons (functional semantics);
• the description of the parallel behavior of skeletons.
Almost all the previously cited frameworks have formal functional semantics. Typically, such semantics are given
by providing a completely functional description of the skeletons used by means of a set of higher-order functions.
In addition, some of these equip the functional behavior with a parallel behavior. These are mostly focused on the
description of data parallel computations, as, for example, in BSP style computations [8,13–15]. Other works focused
on task parallelism also (e.g. [16]), even if it might be hard to equip them with a simple cost model.
As an example, using Ocaml [17] as the functional formalism, farm and pipeline skeletons are usually described as
follows:
let farm f x = (f x);;
let pipeline f g x = (g (f x));;
let stream_parallel f x::y =
(f x)::(stream_parallel f y);;
This kind of formalization of skeleton functional semantics allows programmers to “compute” the function denoted
by a skeleton program. It also allows to reason about program equivalence, in terms of the results computed, or to
deﬁne semantics-preserving program transformations [18–20]. These transformations can also be driven by some kind
of analytical performance models associated with skeletons, in such a way that only those rewritings leading to efﬁcient
implementations of the skeleton code are considered [18,21–24]. For instance, one can easily derive that the following
two programs actually compute the same result:
let progA f g = stream_parallel (pipeline f g);;
let progB f g = stream_parallel (farm (pipeline f g));;
Quite often, the parallel semantics of the skeletons (especially for task parallel ones) is given in an informal way.
For example, in the documentation of a skeleton environment, one may ﬁnd a text looking like that:
The farm skeleton uses a set of independent processing elements to compute the input tasks. Each time a new
input task is available one of these resources is selected for the execution of the task, possibly using some kind
of auto scheduling policy. The pipeline skeleton uses independent processing elements to compute the different
stages in such a way that computation of stage i relative to task j can proceed concurrently (in parallel) with both
the computation of stage i − 1 for task j + 1 and the computation of stage i + 1 for task j − 1.
From this, we can evince that progA above exploits less parallelism that progB. In particular, the ﬁrst program only
computes in parallel the ﬁrst and the second stage of the pipeline relative to the two different input tasks i and i + 1.
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The second program, instead, computes in parallel stages relative to different tasks i1 and i1 + 1 to ik and ik + 1 where
k is the number of parallel workers set up for farm execution. However, a certain effort has to be made to reach this
conclusion. Moreover, the parallel behavior of the two programs cannot be compared in any formal way.
In this work, we present a schema of operational semantics suitable for skeletal languages exploiting both data and
stream parallel skeletons, i.e. covering the more common and used parallelism exploitation patterns. The operational
semantics is deﬁned in terms of a labeled transition system (LTS). It describes both functional and parallel behavior
in a uniform and general way. After presenting and discussing the operational semantics schema, we will show how
it can be used to compute different properties of parallel programs that cannot be computed just using the functional
semantics. In order to show the possibilities offered by the proposed operational semantics schema, we use a subset of
the Lithium language as a test-bed [25]. Despite the fact we describe Lithium subset semantics here, the operational
semantics schema proposed can be used to describe any other skeleton-based parallel programming environment.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces Lithium skeleton framework, Section 3 discusses the operational semantics schema for Lithium, Section 4 outlines how labels can be used to properly handle Lithium parallel
features. Section 5 outlines how the operational semantics schema can be used. Section 6 discusses how the semantics
may be extended to manage both a shared and private state; eventually Section 7 concludes.
2. Our case study: Lithium
Lithium is a pure Java library providing the programmer with both task parallel and data parallel skeletons [25].
In particular, classical skeletons are included, such as pipeline and farm, divide and conquer, map (a sort of forall
independent) and reduce. All the skeletons process a (ﬁnite) stream of input tasks to produce a stream of results.
Pipeline and farm skeletons only exploit parallelism in the execution of different tasks, divide and conquer, map and
reduce skeletons, both express parallelism in the execution of different tasks and in the execution of subtasks of a single
task. All the skeletons are assumed stateless. Each output value computed by a skeleton only depends on the data passed
as input to the skeleton itself. In other words, there is no concept of skeleton state nor static variables can be safely
used in Lithium code to implement a skeleton state. Stateless skeletons model very common and useful parallelism
exploitation patterns. As a side effect, the execution of Lithium skeletons can be implemented in different JVMs running
onto a set of processing elements distributed across a network. Also, no concept of “global state” is supported by the
implementation, except the ones explicitly and safely programmed by the user, e.g. using RMI servers to encapsulate
shared data structures in such a way they can be used and accessed from different points in the skeleton code. The
Lithium skeletons are fully nestable. Lithium programmers can write programs where a farm has pipeline workers
and some of the pipeline stages are data parallel, for instance. Therefore, in Lithium each skeleton has one or more
parameters that model the computations encapsulated in the related parallelism exploitation pattern. Lithium manages
two new types in addition to Java types: streams and tuples. Streams are denoted by using Haskell-like lists cons
notation (e.g. x1 : x2 : x3 : [] = [x1 , x2 , x3 ] denotes a stream of the three values x1 , x2 , x3 ). Tuples are denoted by angled
braces.
value :: = A Java value
stream :: = value: stream|[ ]
tuplek :: = value1 , . . . , valuek 
A stream represents a sequence (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) of values of the same type, whereas the tuple is a parametric type
that represents a (ﬁnite, ordered) set of values. The set of skeletons () provided by Lithium are deﬁned as follows:
 :: =

seq f | farm  | pipe 1 2 | comp 1 2 | mapp−1 p |
d&c tp −1  p | while t 

where the sequential Java functions (such as f) with no index have type Obj ect → Obj ect, and auxiliary functions
(p, p−1 , t) have the following types: p −1 : tuplek → value; p : value → tuplek ; t : value → boolean. p and p−1 ,
respectively, representing families of functions that partition a value in a k-tuple and vice versa. Lithium provides the
programmer with some simple partition multi-dimensional arrays in rows, columns and blocks. Moreover, programmers
may directly code their partition (p) and gather (p−1 ) functions writing them as Java methods. A formal deﬁnition,
characterization and costing of partition and gather functions for arrays can be found in [15].
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Lithium skeletons can be considered as pre-deﬁned higher-order functions. Informally, they can be described as
follows:
• the seq skeleton is used to encapsulate sequential portions of code deﬁning functions from Objects to Objects;
• the farm skeleton models embarrassingly parallel computations over a stream of input data. Each input data (task)
is computed independently of the others;
• the pipe skeleton models pipelines with an arbitrary number of stages, processing a stream of input data;
• the comp skeleton actually represents a pipe whose stages are computed sequentially;
• the map skeleton exploits data parallelism by dividing input data into (possibly overlapping) subsets and computing a partial result out of each subset. The partial results are used to compute/build the result. In particular,
p decomposes the input data into a set of possibly overlapping data subsets, the inner skeleton computes a result
out of each subset and the p −1 function rebuilds a unique result out of these results;
• the d & c skeleton models plain divide and conquer. Here, the input data are divided into subsets by p and each
subset is computed recursively and concurrently until the t condition does not hold true. At this point, results of
sub-computations are conquered via the p−1 function;
• the while skeleton is used to model loops.
Examples of how to design and code a Lithium program can be found in [25,26]. A Lithium program  transforms an
(not empty) input stream into an output stream:  : stream → stream.
3. Lithium operational semantics
We describe Lithium semantics by means of a LTS. We deﬁne the label set as the string set augmented with the
special label “⊥”. We rely on labels to distinguish both streams and transitions. The input stream is ⊥ labeled and
required to be not empty. Values in the output stream are labeled according to processing elements that ﬁgured them
out (in the case of a distributed memory parallel system this may be interpreted with their storage position). Labels on
values and streams are denoted by superscripts. They describe where data items are mapped within the system, while
labels on transitions (i.e. arrows) describe where they are computed. A transition is labeled with a set of labels, whose
cardinality being the parallelism degree in a parallel execution.
We introduce the following syntactic categories representing the version of skeletons working on value ( : value →
value), not-evaluated (or partially evaluated) skeletal expressions, and labeled skeletal expressions:
 :: = seq f | farm  | pipe 1 2 | comp 1 2 | map p−1  p
| d&c t p −1  p | while t  | R 
ske_exp :: =  value : ske_exp |  stream | lab_ske_exp
lab_ske_exp :: = value : lab_ske_exp |  value : lab_ske_exp | 
where  is the empty expression. The Lithium operational semantics is deﬁned in two steps: a program evaluated onto
a stream is ﬁrst reduced to a labeled skeletal expression (lab_ske_exp), by means of UNFOLD RULES (see Fig. 1). These
rules just map a skeletal program  along stream items, transforming ske_exp into ske_exp. In the second step, the
labeled skeletal expression is actually evaluated by means EXEC RULES (see Fig. 1).
Deﬁnition 1 (Labeled skeletal expressions). Given a skeletal expression E ∈ ske_exp,  ∈ lab_ske_exp is the
labeled skeletal expression of E iff
E →∗ 
where →∗ is the reﬂexive transitive closure of → deﬁned by UNFOLD RULES shown in Fig. 1. Note that  = 0 x0 :
1 x1 : · · · : k xk
All unfold rules spring from a common recursive schema: the stream is recursively unfolded in a sequence of values
and the nested skeleton is applied to each item in the sequence. Overall, →∗ just provide a syntactic rewriting of
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Fig. 1. Each UNFOLD RULE has a twin rule (not shown in the ﬁgure) without the recursive term. x, y, z ∈ value;  ∈ stream; , i , E, Ei . . . ∈ label;
O, , : label∗ × value → label∗ ; 1 , 2 ∈ lab_ske_exp; x1 , . . . , xn  = x1 , . . . , xn  (a.k.a. apply-to-all [27]).
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expressions by mapping skeletons along the stream (i.e. lazy functional map operator). Note that stream items are
individually labeled in the map; this label is inherited from stream items in all cases except for rule 2, which relabels
stream items according to an external function (O) (described in Section 3.1).
Lemma 1. Each skeletal expression E can be reduced to a unique labeled skeletal expression  deterministically
obtained.
Proof (sketch). By structural induction on terms: the set of labeled skeletal expressions derived from one skeletal
expression is not empty since stream are ﬁnite and cannot be empty, and just one among exec rules can be applied to a
single term. The derivation of a labeled skeletal expression is driven by syntax of terms. 
From labeled skeletal expressions we deﬁne both functional and parallel semantics as follows:
Deﬁnition 2 (Computed stream). Given a skeletal expression , the computed stream of , [[]]f is the set
[[]]f = {1 ∈ lab_ske_exp : →∗ 1 ∧ 1 },


where → deﬁned by EXEC RULES is shown in Fig. 1.
Deﬁnition 3 (Computation labels). Given a labeled skeletal expression , the set of computation labels of , [[]]p
is the set


L0
Li
[[]]p = L0 ; · · · ; Lk : ∃ 1 · · · k+1 :  → 1 ∧ ∀i = 1 · · · k i → i+1 ∧ k+1 
where Li = 0 , . . . , j is a sequence of labels, → is deﬁned by EXEC RULES shown in Fig. 1, and k+1
as   ∈ lab_ske_exp : k+1 →  .

is deﬁned

Deﬁnition 4 (Functional and parallel semantics). Given a skeletal expression E =  ,  ∈ stream, if  is the labeled
skeletal expression of E, [[]]f and [[]]p are, respectively, the functional and parallel semantics of E.
3.1. Examples
Let us show how unfold rules work with an example. We evaluate farm (seqf) on the input stream [x1 , x2 , x3 ]⊥

The head of the stream is separated from the rest and re-labeled (from ⊥ to ) according to the O(⊥, x1 ) function.
Inner skeleton seq has been applied to this value, while the initial skeleton has been applied to the rest of the stream in
a recursive fashion. The re-labeling function O: label∗ × value → label∗ (namely the oracle) is an external function
with respect to the LTS. It would represent the implementation-dependent features of each skeleton (e.g. scheduling
policy, parallelism degree, etc.). The more general oracle manage resources by divination, i.e. choosing the optimal
policy for each feature (e.g. unlimited parallelism degree, scheduling which deliver the optimal load-balancing, etc.).
As an example, consider a farm with a round-robin scheduling over two workers.1 An oracle function for this policy
would cyclically return a label in a set of two labels.
The rest of the work is carried out by exec rules in the bottom half of Fig. 1. In addition to rules 1–7, there are two
main rules (sp and dp), and two auxiliary rules (context, relabel). Such rules deﬁne the order of reduction along labeled
skeletal expressions. Let us describe each rule:
Rules 1–7 deﬁne the semantics of  value. Note that it may be a sequential or parallel program, but the parallelism does
not spring from the stream. At this point, all information leading to stream parallelism has been already transferred
1 Farm equipped with round-robin scheduling policy is also named deal [11].
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on labels and the relative parallelism is exploited by the topmost rule sp. Therefore, the possible paradigms are data
parallelism and recursively applied data parallelism (i.e. d&c). These kinds of parallelism are managed by a single
or iterated application of dp rule, respectively.
sp (stream parallel) rule describes evaluation order of labeled skeletal expressions along sequences separated by :
operator. The meaning of the rule is the following: suppose that each term in the sequence may be rewritten in
another term with a certain labeled transformation. Then, all such terms can be transformed in parallel, provided that
they are adjacent, that all the stream up to the ﬁrst term of the sequence has been completely evaluated (the sequence
has a preﬁx of values or no preﬁxes), and that all the transformation labels involved are pairwise different.
dp (data parallel) rule describes the evaluation order for the map skeleton. The rule creates a tuple by means of the
partition function p, and then requires the evaluation of all expressions composed by applying  onto all elements of
the tuple. All such expressions are evaluated in one step by the rule (apply-to-all). Finally, the p −1 function gathers
all the elements of the evaluated tuple in a single value. The transition is labeled with a set of labels indicating the
processing elements working on this evaluation. These labels depend on the oracle  that is external with respect to
the semantics because it models the mapping of computations over processing elements.
relabel rule provides a relabeling facility by evaluating the function R . The rule does nothing but changing the
stream label. Pragmatically, the rule imposes to a processing element to send the result of a computation to another
processing element (along with the function to compute).
context rule establishes the evaluation order among nested expressions, in all cases except the ones treated by relabel.
The rule imposes a strict evaluation of nested expressions (i.e. evaluating the arguments ﬁrst). The rule leaves
unchanged both transition and stream labels with respect to the nested expression.
As an example, consider the semantics of  = farm (pipe f1 f2 ) evaluated on the input stream  = [x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 ,
x6 , x7 ]⊥ . Let us suppose that the oracle function returns a label chosen from a set of two labels. Pragmatically,
since a farm skeleton represents the replication paradigm and a pipe skeleton the pipeline paradigm, the nested form
farm (pipe f1 f2 ) basically matches the idea of a multiple pipeline (or a pipeline with multiple independent channels).
The oracle function deﬁnes the parallelism degree of each paradigm: in our case two pipes, each having two stages.
As shown in Fig. 2, the initial skeletal expression is unfolded to a labeled skeletal expression by means of unfold rules
(Fig. 2, a →∗ b). We can then reduce the formula using the sp rule. sp requires a sequence of adjacent expressions that
can be reduced with differently labeled transitions. In this case, we can ﬁnd just two different labels ( and ), thus
we apply sp to the leftmost pair of expressions (Fig. 2, b → c).
and
). Now, we can repeat the application of sp rule as
Due to this reduction, two new stream labels appear (
in the previous step (Fig. 2, c → d → e). This time, it is possible to ﬁnd four adjacent expressions that can be rewritten
with (pairwise) different labels ( , ,
,
). Notice that even on a longer stream this oracle function never
produces more than four different labels, thus the maximum number of skeletal expressions reduced in one step by sp
is 4. Repeating the reasoning, we can completely reduce the formula to a sequence of singleton streams (Fig. 2, e → f
→ g). The succession of sp applications in the transition system matches the expected behavior for the double pipeline
paradigm. In particular the semantics correctly models start-up, steady state and end-up phases of the computation. The
reductions (Fig. 2, b → c) represent the start-up phase where the maximum parallelism available is 2, since the second
stage of the pipeline has not fed with a task yet. Reductions (Fig. 2, c → d → e) represent steady state where all the four
processing elements in the double-pipeline are working in parallel. Reductions (Fig. 2, e → f → g) represent end-up
phase where tasks are ﬂowing out of the pipeline thus progressively using less processing elements in the pipeline.
Overall, the two semantics are the following:
[[ ]]f = z1 : z2 : z3 : z4 : z5 : z6 : z7
[[ ]]p =
From parallel semantics, we can easily understand that the stream has been evaluated in ﬁve steps exploiting a maximum
parallelism of 4.
Let us describe how sp and dp works together along with another example. We evaluate map p −1 (seq f ) p on the
input stream [xa , xb ]⊥ . The expression can be unfolded by two applications of rule 5 (see Fig. 1) to
−1
⊥
map p−1 (seq f )px ⊥
a : mapp (seqf )px b
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Fig. 2. The semantics of a Lithium program: a complete example.

Assume that the partition function p splits input data into two parts (e.g. an array divided into two slices) represented
as a tuple2 , and p−1 joins them up. The sp rule can only be applied to the leftmost expression since the two expressions
evaluate values with the same label ⊥ (no stream parallelism):

where dp is applied as follows:

exploiting a data parallelism on two processing elements (two reduction at the same time). The sp rule, and in turn dp
:
. In this case, the oracle function  for the map skeleton
rule, must be applied to sort out the output stream
simply distributes each data parallel sub-execution to the same set of processing elements having the same cardinality
of the data partitioning. In particular, (, x) =  ( + +) { , }, where ++ is the string concatenation operator
and ⊥ its neutral element.2 Note that if we nest the skeletal program in a skeleton supplying stream parallelism (e.g.
farm map p −1 (seq f ) p), we can exploit both stream and data parallelism. As an example if we assume a round-robin
policy for the farm as before we reduce the initial expression to a pair of expressions that can be evaluated at the same
2  = apply-to-all, see Fig. 1.
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time by the sp, in turn, each of them exploits data parallelism. Overall, we have 4 as parallelism degree as also suggested
by the labels in the output stream:

Indeed, in this case (
up by the sp rule.

, xa ) = {

,

} and (

, xb ) = {

,

}. The two sets of labels are then joined

4. Parallelism and labels
Two relevant aspects of the proposed operational semantics schema are that
• the functional semantics is conﬂuent;
• the functional semantics is independent of labeling functions.
As described, both parallel and functional semantics are in two successive phases: a skeletal expression is rewritten
into a labeled skeletal expression (Deﬁnition 1). Then, either parallel or functional semantics is evaluated according to
Deﬁnition 4.
The functional semantics is conﬂuent because relations deﬁned in both phases are conﬂuent. The ﬁrst phase is deﬁned
by a fully deterministic relation (Lemma 1), thus it is conﬂuent. In the following, we show that the second phase is
also conﬂuent and therefore we deﬁne the canonical reductions, namely those reductions obtained forcing n = 1 in any
application of the sp rule (see Fig. 1). Observe that canonical reductions do not exploit the parallelism among different
stream items; indeed, consecutive stream items are evaluated in sequence.
Lemma 2 (Canonical reduction). Given a labeled skeletal expression , there exists a unique canonical reduction
of .
Proof (sketch). By deﬁnition, once ﬁxed , and external functions O, , all exec rules except sp are deterministic and
do not depend on labels. Fixing n = 1 in sp rule, also this rule is deterministic; each application reduces the leftmostlabeled skeletal expression, which has not yet reduced to a value. This reduction models the execution that exploits no
stream parallelism. Note this is not true for data parallelism, which can be exploited also in the canonic execution. 
Proposition 1 (Functional semantics conﬂuence). Given a labeled skeletal expression , all of its reductions have the
same computed stream of its canonical reduction, thus any parallel execution of  yields the same computed stream.
Proof (sketch). As described, all rules except sp are deterministic. Moreover, each application of sp rules reducing
n terms can be simulated with n consecutive applications its canonic version, and the two reductions have the same
computed stream. As an example for n = 2:

may be simulated with two reductions with n = 1:

The proof can be trivially generalized by induction on the non-canonical reduction derivation.
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Note that the only difference between the two derivations in the proof is the set of transition labels. As a matter
of a fact, the two reductions have the same functional semantics but they describe two different parallel behaviors.
Pragmatically, the iterated application of sp with n = 1 describes the linearization of a parallel execution and can be
assumed as canonical derivation. Since the canonical derivation does not depend on labels, the functional semantics
does not depend on labels. Changing the oracle function (i.e. how data and computations are distributed across the
system) may change the number of transitions needed to reduce the input stream to the output stream, but it cannot
change the output stream itself, that is, the output of our skeleton program.
Observe also conﬂuence has been proved for ﬁnite stream, i.e. the kind of stream Lithium can manage. Other
programming environments (as ASSIST [28,29]) are able to manage inﬁnite streams. In this case, the conﬂuence of
functional semantics, at least as assumed in this paper, is not a well-deﬁned propriety since the program never stops
to consume input and to produce output. However, by relaxing the complete ordering between the two relations →∗
and →∗ , i.e. interleaving the application of unfold and exec rule may enable to obtain similar results. In particular,
it is possible to focus on preﬁxes of output stream and to deﬁne on them partial conﬂuence. We argue that different
parallel behavior on preﬁxes of the input/output stream might be claimed to have equivalent functional semantics
(where equivalent may be deﬁned by some bisimulation, e.g. ground bisimulation). Actually, this topic is currently
under investigation and should be consider as future work.
Another important issue concerns parallel behavior. It can be completely understood looking at the application of
two rules: dp and sp that, respectively, control data and stream parallelism. We call the evaluation of either dp or sp
rules a par-step.
dp rule acts as an apply-to-all on a tuple of data items. Such data items are generated partitioning a single task
of the stream by means of a user-deﬁned function. The parallelism comes from the reduction of all elements in a
tuple (actually singleton streams) in a single par-step. A single instance of the sp rule enables the parallel evolution of adjacent terms with different labels (i.e. computations running on distinct processing elements). The converse
implication also holds: many transitions of adjacent terms with different labels might be reduced with a single sp
application. However, notice that sp rule may be applied in many different ways even to the same term. In particular, the number of expressions reduced in a single par-step may vary from 1 to n (i.e. the maximum number of
adjacent terms exploiting different labels). These different applications lead to both different proofs and different
parallel (although equivalent functional) semantics for the same term. This degree of freedom enables the language
designer to deﬁne a (functionally conﬂuent) family of semantics for the same language covering different aspects of the
language.
For example, it is possible to deﬁne the semantics exploiting the maximum available parallelism or the one that never
uses more than k processing elements. At any time, the effective parallelism degree in the evaluation of a given term in
a par-step can be counted by inducing in a structural way on the proof of the term. Parallelism degree in the conclusion
of a rule is the sum of parallelism degrees of the transitions appearing in the premise (assuming one the parallelism
degree in rules 1–7).
The parallelism degree counting may be easily formalized in the LTS by using an additional label on transitions. The LTS proof machinery subsumes a generic skeleton implementation: the input of skeleton program comes
from a single entity (e.g. channel, cable, etc.) and at discrete time steps. To exploit parallelism on different tasks
of the stream, tasks are spread out in processing elements following a given discipline. Stream labels trace tasks
in their journey, and sp establishes that tasks with the same label, i.e. on the same PE, cannot be computed
in parallel.
Labels are assigned by the oracle function by rewriting a label into another one using its own internal policy. The
oracle abstracts the mapping of data onto processing elements, and it can be viewed as a parameter of the transition
system used to model several policies in data mapping. As an example a farm may take items from its input stream and
spread them in a round-robin fashion to a pool of workers. Alternatively, the farm may manage the pool of workers
by divination, always mapping a data task to a free worker (such a kind of policy may be used to establish an upper
bound in the parallelism exploited). The label set effectively used in a computation depends on the oracle function. It
can be a statically ﬁxed set or it can change cardinality during the evaluation. On this ground, a large class of parallel
implementations may be modeled.
Labels on transformations are derived from label on streams. Quite intuitively, a processing element must know
a data item to elaborate it. The re-labeling mechanism enables to describe a data item re-mapping. In a par-step,
transformation labels point out which are the processing elements currently computing the task.
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5. How to use the labeled transition system
The Lithium semantics discussed in Section 3 can be used to prove Lithium program correctness, as expected. Here,
we want to point out how the transition system can be used to evaluate analogies and differences holding between
different skeleton systems and to evaluate the effect of rewriting rules on a skeleton program. Concerning the ﬁrst
point, let us take into account, as an example, the skeleton framework introduced by Darlington’s group in mid-90s. In
[30], they deﬁne a farm skeleton as follows:
Simple data parallelism is expressed by the FARM skeleton. A function is applied to each element of a list,
each element of which is thought of as a task. The function also takes an environment, which represents
data that is common to all tasks. Parallelism is achieved by distributing the tasks on different processors.
FARM: ( → → ) →  → (  →  )
FARM fenv = map (f env)
where map fx = fx and map fx : rx = (fx) : (map frx).
Darlington’s FARM skeleton happens to have the same name as the farm skeleton developed by our group [4,5] and by
other groups [7,10] but it has a slightly different semantics. It actually exploits data parallelism, in that parallelism comes
from parallel computation of items belonging to the same task (input data item), i.e. the list x parameter, whereas other
farm skeletons express embarrassingly parallel computations exploiting parallelism in the computation of disjunct,
completely independent task items. This can be easily expressed using our semantics by observing that the clause:


FARM p −1  p x  → p−1 ( ) p x 
correctly modeling Darlington’s FARM also exactly models both the functional and the parallel behavior of Lithium map
provided that p is the function taking a list and returning a tuple of singletons, p −1 is the function taking a tuple of
singletons and returning a list and that  is actually a sequential function f. However, in order to make the FARM being
“stream aware”, we must rather consider a clause such as:
FARM p−1  p x: 



→ p−1 () p x  : FARM p −1  p 

recursive on the stream parameter. At this point, we should immediately notice that this is the same clause modeling
our map skeleton (cf. rule 5 in Fig. 1).
Concerning the possibility of using the LTS to prove correctness of skeleton rewriting rules, let us take as an
example the equivalence “farm  ≡ ” (see [18,25]). The equivalence states that farms (stream parallel ones, not
the Darlington’s ones) can be inserted and removed anywhere in a skeleton program without affecting the functional
semantics of the program.
The equivalence looks like to be a simple one, but it is fundamental in the process of deriving the skeleton “normal
form” (NF) [18]. The NF is a skeletal expression that can be automatically derived from any other skeletal expression. It
computes the same results of the original one but uses fewer resources and delivers better performance (i.e. [[ ]]f =
[[NF() ]]f , [[ ]]p  = [[N F () ]]p ). The Lithium system may automatically derive and execute the NF of any
correct program simply by specifying a proper execution ﬂag in the source code. The validity of these equivalences
can be evaluated using the labeled transition system and the effects on parallelism degree in the execution of left- and
right-hand side programs can be evaluated too. The validity of the equivalence can be simply stated by taking into
account rule 2 in Fig. 1. It simply unfolds the stream and applies  to the stream items, as we can expect for  applied
to the same stream, apart for the labels. As the labels do not affect the functional semantics, we can derive that the
equivalence “farm  ≡ ” actually holds true for any skeleton tree . Thus, if  = pipe (seq f1 ) (seq f2 ):
[[farm  ]]f = [[ ]]f

[[farm  ]]p  = [[ ]]p

since, for example, if  = [x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 ], and the farm exploits round-robin policy with two workers:
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from which we can easily realize that the two programs exploits both different degrees of parallelism (max. 4 versus
2) and needed execution steps (5 versus 8). As a conclusion, we can state that:
(1) the equivalence “farm  ≡ ” holds true and functional semantics is not affected by it;
(2) parallel semantics is affected by the equivalence in that the parallelism degree changes.3

6. Managing a state
Lithium only provides stateless skeletons (as already discussed in Section 2), as well as most of the other existing
skeletons systems [4,7,31,32], that is, it is proposed as a “pure” functional framework. In practice, writing complex
applications either a global or local4 state would remarkably reduce the programming complexity. A simple task
as, for example, “counting the number of data items on a stream having a given property” turns out to be much
more complex than expected (a place acting as accumulator, i.e. a state, would be useful in this case). New generation
skeleton frameworks such as ASSIST [28,29] explicitly includes a “global state” concept. In other skeleton frameworks
the programmer is used to adopt more tricky solutions, as, for example, exploiting a persistent state locally to the
processing element by means of static variable/class declarations. Anyway, in this case the programmer must be aware
of the underlying skeleton implementation in order to be sure that this trick actually works.
A discussion about the opportunity of introducing a state in a functional framework, as well as the effectiveness
of different approaches to implement it, goes beyond our aims. However, we want to point out that the proposed
operational semantics may effectively support both global and local state concept with just a few adjustments. As labels
can be used to represent the places where computations actually happen, they can also be used to model/drive globaland local-state implementation. In particular, they can be used to have a precise idea of where the subjects and objects
of state operations (the process/thread issuing the state operation and the process(es)/thread(s) actually taking care of
actually performing the operation) are running. This allows a precise modeling of the operations needed to implement
skeleton state.
To have a raw idea of how label information is used to implement stateful skeletons, consider the following example:
assume a stream of images have to be processed by two ﬁlters removing a particular kind of noise. Filter ﬁlter1 removes
red eyes while ﬁlter ﬁlter2 removed scratches. The overall computation can be modeled as a farm with pipeline worker,
stage one being ﬁlter1 and stage two being ﬁlter2 . Let us also suppose that ﬁlter1 counts for removed red eyes and
ﬁlter2 counts for removed scratches. Therefore a state variable, say n1 , is to be updated by all the computations of
ﬁlter1 on the items of the input stream, and a state variable, say n2 , is to be updated by all the computations of ﬁlter2 .
Now, suppose we only have two computing elements and suppose also that the rule farm  ≡  is used from left
to right in such a way that the program actually evaluated is just a two-stage pipeline. In this case, we probably come
up with labeling such as:

In this case, state variable n1 (n2 ) can be implemented locally on the processing element corresponding to label
(n2 ) will be performed by code running on that processing element.
In case the farm  ≡  rule is not applied, instead, we could even come on with a labeling such that for all indexes
i even:

(as an example, this may happen if the oracle function gives twice the same answer each time).
In this case, it is clear that a distributed implementation of both n1 and n2 is needed, as ﬁlter1 and ﬁlter2 are both
and on the node , and therefore n1 and n2 have both to be accessed from both processing
computed on the node
elements/nodes
and .
3 This is just one case, of course: in order to complete the proof all the different possible  must be considered. However, the simple case of
 = pipe should make it clear how the full proof may work.
4 W.r.t. the skeleton or to the processing element.
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7. Conclusions
We proposed an operational semantics schema that can be used to model both functional and parallel behavior of
skeletal programs in a uniform way. This schema is basically a labeled transition system, which is parametric with
respect to an oracle function. The oracle function provides the labeled transition system with a conﬁgurable label
generator establishing a mapping between data and computation and system resources. The features and the properties
of our operational semantics schema have been described by modeling the Lithium skeleton set, that is, an existing set
of commonly agreed skeletons that include both task parallel and data parallel skeletons. In particular, we showed how
the operational semantics schema can be used to prove the correctness of skeleton expression rewriting rules, to analyze
similarities and differences among skeletons coming from different skeleton frameworks and, eventually, we pointed
out how the schema can be used to derive information useful to design parallel implementation of stateful skeletons.
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